DyNAMC Future Leaders - Where They Are Now?
DyNAMC Leaders for a Changing World publication gives students the opportunity to interview
the cover subject featured on our cover of each issue. It’s an opportunity for our emerging
leaders,to connect with today’s leaders.
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Carrie Franklin
Carrie Franklin is a NAMCO Board Member,
and Chair of the Education, Training &
Internship Committee

Today Carrie Franklin was honored
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this year at the Long Island Head Start
annual Gala and Awards dinner for
50 years of dedicated service to
the Education and Development of
Young Children held at the Captain
Bills, in Bay Shore, New York and
is especially proud of DyNAMC’s
Future Leaders.
,

Acosta

Anissa Thompson

was

Anissa Thompson
featured in DyNAMC’s August
2014 issue in the “Shattering The
Glass Ceiling” article. At age six
she stated “I am DyNAMC
because I am special!”

Today Anissa is eight years
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old and attends Hage Elementary
school in San Diego, CA. She
enjoys tumbling classes and is on
the basketball team. Her teachers
say Anissa would be an
excellent “journalist”.

DyNAMC also gives the world’s future leaders, our younger generation the opportunity to shine
through the pages of our publication through editorial contribution and commentary.

Take the journey to see what some of
our future leaders are up to today.

The

Rodney Thompson Jr.

n

has

Rodney Thompson Jr.
been featured in the first issue
of DyNAMC’s July 2013 “Leadership” issue where he had the
opportunity as a sixth grader to interview cover feature
Commissioner Timothy Simon.
Rodney has since interviewed cover feature political
strategist and former Executive Director of the
Congressional Black Caucus Angela Rye for DyNAMC’s
August 2014 issue and UCSD Chancellor Khosla for
DyNAMC’s May 2014 “Knowledge” issue.

Today Rodney is a junior at Saint Augustine High School
in San Diego, CA. where he is the football quarterback
for San Diego’s #1 ranked football team the St. Augustine
Saints and is planning to pursue a sports journalism
degree once he graduates. He would like to attend UCLA.

Now
Hector Fong

Rodney is the proud recipient of the National Academic
Athletic Scholar award and the St. Augustine Scholar
Recognition for maintaining a GPA above 3.8.
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At age 16, Hector Fong
featured in
DyNAMC’s November
2014 “Summit”
issue wherein he
interviewed cover
feature Assemblyman
Steven Bradford and
participated as a Millennial
Youth RoundTable panelist.

was

Now
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Hector is
a senior at College of Southern Nevada
High School East. He is on path to graduate high school
with an advanced honors diploma. This summer Hector
interned at the Clark County Public Defender’s office
through the Summer Business Institute. He has
begun the college application process.
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Aubrey Thompson

was

Aubrey Thompson
featured in DyNAMC’s May 2014
“Knowledge” issue.

Today Aubrey is ten

Now

years old and attends Hage
Elementary school in San Diego,
CA. He is a standout travel
basketball player and the
recipient of the Presidential
Award for Academic
Excellence.
Aubrey has his sights
on the NBA.
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Aretha Fung-A-Wing

was

Aretha Fung-A-Wing
featured in DyNAMC’s
August 2014 “Women Rising” issue as one of DyNAMC’s
future women leaders rising.

Today Aretha is enrolled in her last year at Florida

International University and will be graduating with
a Bachelors in Construction Management December 2017.
From there she plans to enroll in the Master’s
Program in Urban and Region Planning.
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She is both a full time student and a full time employee and is
employed by Garth Solutions Inc. With Garth Solutions, she is
working on the Miramar Police Headquarters construction project.
At FIU, she is 1 of 6 women enrolled in the construction management
program and the only African American woman out of the 6.

Now

Then

Lamarr Thompson

has

Lamarr Thompson
been featured in the first issue of
DyNAMC’s July 2013 “Leadership” issue where he had the
opportunity as a fifth grader to interview cover feature
Commissioner Timothy Simon.
Lamarr has since interviewed cover feature Orson
Aguilar, Executive Director of the Greenlining Institute
for DyNAMC’s February 2014 “New Beginnings” issue,
as well as cover feature political strategist and former
Executive Director of the Congressional Black Caucus
Angela Rye for DyNAMC’s August 2014 issue.

Today Lamarr is a sophomore at Saint Augustine

Now

High School in San Diego, California and is planning
to pursue a computer engineering degree once he
graduates. This past school year he excelled at
basketball and volleyball and received the most
improved and MVP awards.

Angelica Gamez

was

Angelica Gamez
featured
in DyNAMC’s August 2014 “Women
Rising” issue where she had the
opportunity to interview cover
feature political strategist Angela
Rye and well as be featured in
the Viewpoints feature where
she said “I am a DyNAMC woman
because I have a “never settle
for less” mentality.

Then

Today, Angelica is excelling

in her academics and recently
received the “Top Scholar” award at Mira Mesa
High School for receiving
a 4.1 GPA. The “Top Scholar” award is rewarded to
those with a GPA higher than 4.0.

Along with academics, Angelica has been living a
healthy lifestyle by engaging in activities such as
CrossFit, running, and maintaining a nutritious diet.

Now
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In addition, Angelica is also planning to further her education
in nursing, looking into applying to schools such as San Diego
State University, University of Southern California,
University of California Los Angeles, and many others.
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Elijah Richard Hawkins

first

Now

Elijah Richard Hawkins,
appeared in
DyNAMC as 15 yr. old sophomore attending
Great Oak High School in the Temecula, CA.
Elijah was featured in DyNAMC’s November
2013 “Alliance” issue where he had the
opportunity to interview President of the
California Public Utilities Commission
Michael Peevy.

He was also featured in DyNAMC’s November 2014 “Knowledge”
issue in a special “At A Glance” feature and in the Viewpoint
feature wherein he stated “Diversity in education is important
because to know another’s background is to understand them
better...to understand them better is to better understand your own position in an
educationally diverse society. We also have to learn to compete in an economically and
socially diverse world.”

Today Elijah is 17 years old and is a senior at Great Oak High School. During his

first semester as a junior he maintained a 3.52 GPA and was named on the Dean’s list.
He is currently a volunteer at the Boys and Girls Club of Southwest (Riverside County),
and serves as a tutor and athletics supervisor. When Elijah graduates high school he
will be entering the United States Air Force where he will serve our country and earn a
college degree, securing his future.

Bianca Galarza
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Bianca Galarza
featured in DyNAMC’s May 2014
“Knowledge” issue where she authored an article entitled
“Inequalities in the Education System” at 15 years old.
In DyNAMC’s August 2015 “Women Rising” issue Viewpoint
feature, Bianca stated “Within recognizing social injustices, I am
a DyNAMC woman. I do not wait for change to happen, but rather,
I encourage dialogue, discussions, and awareness about social
inequalities highlighting how groups of people who have been
historically privileged can help.”

now
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Bianca is
17 years old having graduated high school. She
will be attending St. Mary’s College of California class of 2019.

Now

Then
Alicia Anderson
Alicia Anderson was featured DyNAMC’s May 2014 “Knowledge” issue
in our Viewpoints section, in DyNAMC’s August 2014 “Women
Rising” issue as a “future woman leader, and had the opportunity
to interview DyNAMC’s first cover feature Commissioner Timothy
Simon in DyNAMC’s July 2013 “Leadership” issue.

Today Alicia is 13 years old in the 8th grade attending

Dorothy McElhinney Middle School. She has a great interest in
theater, singing and dancing. She starred in a school musical
“Saturday School” this year written and directed by her favorite
drama teacher Mrs. Hernandez. Alicia loves performing arts
and intends to pursue singing.

NOw
Asia Cain

was

Asia Cain
featured in DyNAMC’s
August 2015 “Women Rising” issue as a
future woman leader rising.
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Asia was featured in the DyNAMC’s
February 2015 “Policy” issue by authoring
the article “Violation of Humanity - One
Hard Lesson in the History of
Policy Making”.

The

n

Currently, Asia is wrapping up her
final semester at Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical University. This fall, she
will be graduating with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Political Science.

The Initiative sponsors activities that provide opportunities for HBCU students to
learn about climate change science, policy and advocacy and to present their research
projects on topics relative to climate change issues. Although the natural state of our
planet is not always on the forefront of discussions, with much work and dedication,
Asia plans on making the world a better place for all.
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Upon graduation, Asia plans on pursing a
Master degree in Environmental Science with a
concentration in Policy and Management. Her passion lies
in creating awareness of environmental and civil injustices
within minority communities around the globe. Through the
HBCU Climate Change Initiative, Asia was selected to be one of
two students from her university to attend the United Nations
Framework Climate Change Convention Conference of the Parties
21st convening (COP21) in Paris, France taking place this November.
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Devanshi Jatania
Devanshi Jatania is a 2013 graduate from the SKEMA
Business School, Sophia Antipolis in the Cote d’Azur region
of France with a M.S. in Strategic Events and
Tourism Management and
featured
in DyNAMC’s November 2014 “Summit”
issue where she served as an intern on
the Summit Event, Awards & Nomination
Committee as well as served as a panelist
on the Millennial Youth Roundtable.

was

has

Devanshi
also been featured in
DyNAMC’s August 2014 “Women Rising”
issue Viewpoint feature wherein she
stated “I am a DyNAMC woman because
every morning I see as a new beginning
and an opportunity to learn from my
mistake, which is a stepping stone towards a better me.”

NOw

Today Devanshi is interning at bluGarden Events, New York, NY.

She says “My internship at NAMCO gave me diverse experiences and
tremendous opportunity to work/participate among distinguish people
and has enhanced my abilities to a new level, which have led me to take
on new challenging roles.”
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Joseph Ngabo
Joseph Ngabo is the videographer for DyNAMC
and
worked hard at making DyNAMC’s Event
Media Coverage services the talk of the town.

has

He is a graduate from California State University
Long Beach with a major in Communication
Studies and a minor in Film. Joseph’s interests
range from aviation to cinematography.

Today Joseph has accomplished his first
solo at Long Beach Flight Academy.
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His long term aspirations include becoming a
commercial pilot for a commercial airline.

NO
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Then

N.C. Marisa Phanord

served

N.C. Marisa Phanord
as an intern on
the Summit Event, Awards & Nomination
Committee for the 2014 NAMCO National
Leadership Diversity Summit while a student at
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL

Today N.C. has since graduated in the spring of 2015
with a Bachelor’s Degree in Hospitality Management.

Now
Jasmine Simone Jordan

was

Jasmine Simone Jordan
featured
in DyNAMC’s February 2015 “Policy”
issue wherein she had the opportunity
to interview cover feature 21st century
civil rights leader and CEO of Global Grind,
Michael Skolnik.
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Jasmine was also featured in DyNAMC’s
November 2014 “Summit” issue
wherein she interviewed cover feature
Assemblyman Steven Bradford and
participated as a Millennial Youth
RoundTable panelist.

Today Jasmine is currently completing her Bachelor of

Arts, with a major in Economics and a minor in Leadership
& Civic Engagement. Ms. Jordan was recently appointment
Director of Academics of CSUN (Student Government) for the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas and recently completed her
term as Assistant Director of Communications.
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Recently, she achieved the Dean’s List (Lee Business College,
UNLV, 2014), made the National Residence Hall Honorary Honor Roll
(UNLV Chapter, 2014), and was an award recipient of the Certificate for
Outstanding Academic Achievement by the Alliance of Professionals
of African Heritage & University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Ms. Jordan
continues to advocate for diverse student affairs and works on
diversity programing at her university and within the
Las Vegas community.

Now
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Nayah Middlebrook

was

Nayah Middlebrook
featured in
DyNAMC’s November 2013 “Alliance” issue
where she had the opportunity to interview
President of the California Public Utilities
Commission Michael Peevy.

Now

She was also featured in DyNAMC’s
November 2014 “Knowledge” issue in a
special “At A Glance” feature and in the
Viewpoint feature wherein she stated
“Diversity is important in education because
our world is diverse, and for that reason
we need to learn about and understand
people with diverse backgrounds...one
way to do this is thru education.”

now

Nayah is
13 years old and is a freshman at Great Oak High School. She
joining the Step team on campus as well the Cheer squad. She is also enrolled
the Cooking club as cooking is a favorite hobby of hers. She continues to
play volleyball in the local league, and is interested in playing in high school,
possibly as a sophomore. She maintains her aspirations of college after high
school, and sees herself as a future business owner / mogul, likely in the realm
of the fashion industry.

Taylor Turner
Taylor Turner, was a senior, age 20 University of Texas at Austin
majoring in Broadcast Journalism and Political Communications when
she
featured in DyNAMC May 2014 “Knowledge” issue.

was
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In this issue Taylor’s stated “I believe diversity plays a large role in
formal education and personal development. Diversity exposes you
to different perspectives and also builds sensitivity and tolerance
towards others. Diversity in education is important, especially in the
early stages of an individual’s schooling because it helps shape the
person for the future.”
“I believe culture diversity at my school has played a large part, and
will continue to play a role, in setting the campus climate where, at
times, members of the student body perform actions that are racist
and/or insensitive.”

Today Taylor has graduated from The University of Texas at Austin
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with a Bachelor of Journalism and a Bachelor of Communication
Studies in Political Communications. Alongside her production
internship with ESPN Longhorn Network, Taylor concluded her senior
year as a member of multiple honor societies and a four-year recipient
of the Dean’s List. Taylor also raised $8,500 in the fight against cancer
this past year for the charity organization Texas 4000.
She traveled to Argentina this summer to volunteer and is now currently in the
process of interviewing for jobs in political journalism and television production.

Now
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Madison & Jovan THOMPSON - PEREZ

were

At ages 14 yrs. old twins Madison & Jovan Perez
featured in DyNAMC’s May 2014 “Knowledge” issue Viewpoint
feature wherein they stated . . .

T

“When, in your everyday life, you are in a diverse environment,
it contributes to your learning, growth, and your personal
thoughts. Diversity in the average learning environment allows
you to interact with a large variety of people who have a wide
variety of life experiences and their own perspectives on
different topics.” Madison
“We feel equal to the people in our classrooms and get to
experience everyone’s varying ideas and views on different
topics. We also have “Diversity Day,” which allows everyone
an opportunity to share their own cultures and passions
with everyone else. We are able to discuss ideas widely and
are exposed to things you may have never considered if your
school was non-diverse.” Jovan

are

now sophomores at Amador High
Today they
School in Pleasanton, CA.

Now

Madison received the National Youth Leadership Forum
Business Innovation invitation at Stanford University where
she attended a 8 day program this past June 2015.
Jovan received a National Certificate honor from
Association Americaine Des Professeurs De Francais.

Then

Jovan plans on attending Harvard University and
Madison, Stanford University.
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